

norm says:
Tonight, on ACTD: U.S.S. Huron, the conclusion of "Shakedown." Last week, the crew of the Huron survived massive gravametric distortions generated by the trinary Ahriman star group and are poised to make a startling discovery....

norm says:
**********Resume Game**********

CMO_Khora says:
::enters bridge from TL::

OPS_Bryant says:
::on bridge at ops station::

EO_Tom says:
::in ENG finishing up the Impulse repairs::

CMO_Khora says:
::moves towards OPS::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Looks at the TL::

CMO_Khora says:
OPS: Your wrist, you said you were having problems?

FCO-Mara says:
::at helm::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Finishs up damage report::

norm says:
<action>A bluish-brown world begins to fill the forward viewer.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::gets out of sickbay heads towards the bridge::

CMO_Khora says:
::looks at viewer::

OPS_Bryant says:
::looks at viewer::

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Analysis of the signal we are receiving...

FCO-Mara says:
CO: THe planet getting bigger.

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Standard orbit, please...

OPS_Bryant says:
::monitors the systems::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Stantard orbit. Sir.

norm says:
CSO: The signal is stronger than that of the first, sir.

CMO_Khora says:
::looks back to OPS::

CMO_Khora says:
OPS: I take it you're feeling better?

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Playback...

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: Checking now.

OPS_Bryant says:
::looks at CMO::

CMO_Khora says:
::looks enquiringly at the wrist in question::

OPS_Bryant says:
CMO: yes doctor.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks into the bridge::CO:Captain I'm here to report out of sickbay.

CMO_Khora says:
OPS: Let me know if you have any more problems.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Runs signal through the computer::

OPS_Bryant says:
CMO: aye, doc!

CO_Braun says:
:: looks at the CEO :: CEO:  Welcome back... I trust you are feeling better...?

norm says:
<CSO>CO: Sir, I can get to the audio files on this one...playback starting.

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Captain, impulse engines are back online.

OPS_Bryant says:
::checks powers systems::

norm says:
<ACTION>playback begins:

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Listenss to he playback::

OPS_Bryant says:
::listens to whats going on while finishing her work::

CEO_McAndrews says:
CO: Much Captain may I resume my dutys.

CMO_Khora says:
::leans against station next to OPS::

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: everything is fine with ops.

CO_Braun says:
CEO:  Of coure... I understand that Mr. Hewitt has been busy in engineering...

OPS_Bryant says:
CMO: Anything I can do for you?

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Thank you, Bryant..

norm says:
<Voice>: This is Capt. Macenzie, SS Hope, we have dropped through some sort of spatial distortion and are off course.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Walks over to Tactical station 2::

CMO_Khora says:
OPS: Those gravimetric waves were initiated by that star?

CMO_Khora says:
::gestures to viewer::

CEO_McAndrews says:
CO: I shall head towards there Captain

norm says:
<VOICE> We have lost contact with the Destiny.

CMO_Khora says:
::listens quietly::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::heads towards engineering::

CO_Braun says:
:: looks at the bridgecrew :: BridgeCrew:  Sounds like this spatial distortions have trapped many ships here before...

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Hears the CO's commit::

OPS_Bryant says:
::hears CO:

norm says:
<Voice>:After we went to warp one, some sort of hole in space just grabbed us.  We're lucky. Casualties are light, but the ship is damaged.

EO_Tom says:
::busy on finishing repairs on panel a::

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: What if the same thing that happened to them happened to us?

norm says:
<voice>:We've managed to find a planet that looks liveable.  It may be our only hope.

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: How's warp coming?

norm says:
<CSO>CO: Sir, I've managed to date the transmission.

CMO_Khora says:
::looks to CSO::

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: What now sir, do we take the change to follow the same path?

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  You have anticipated my next question... what is the date...?

CTO-James-Jones says:
::returns to Tactical::

EO_Tom says:
*FCO*: Warp engines and impulse are operating at 90%.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks into engineering::EO:Mr.Hewitt I'm CEO McAndrews nice to meet you.

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: Aye.

norm says:
<CSO>CO: It's over 200 years old.  That marker buoy must have been ejected before the ship made planetfall.

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Miss Bryant, we will not allow ourselves to fall under the same fate as the Hope and Destiny...

CMO_Khora says:
Self: 200 years!

EO_Tom says:
::notices the CEO:: CEO: Sir! ::stands at attention::

norm says:
<CSO>::runs more scans::

OPS_Bryant says:
ALL: 200 years old!!!!

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Any settlements that can be detected on the planet...?

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: aye, sir just saying outloud what I was thinking, sorry

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: could they still be any one alive on the planet?

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  We will soon find out...

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO: Whats sre present situation.

FCO-Mara says:
::running diagnostic on helm::

CMO_Khora says:
::searches database for data on SS Hope::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Scans the planet for any life forms::

norm says:
<CSO>All: Scanning...

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Nice to see you back on your feet Sir! My team and I have put the warp and impulse back online and they are functioning at 90%, Sir.

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: Want us to prepare an AT, sir?

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO::Whats with the warp field its blinking.

CO_Braun says:
:: smiles :: OPS:  Let's find out where we are going before we actually go there...

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: Aye, sorry if I'm pushy I just want a bit of action!

norm says:
<CSO>All: I've found signs of a settlement.  A number of life forms....some human.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: We went through hell down here..still some little problems but i'm on it.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: diagnostic reveled the helm is sluggish. Sir.

CO_Braun says:
:: smiles indulgently :: OPS:  I understand... I use to have the same eagerness as you...

CMO_Khora says:
CO: Captain, the database lists the Hope as a colony ship, 400 crew and passengers, headed for Alpha Centauri.

OPS_Bryant says:
::thinks she should turn her tongue seven times in her mouth before saying something::

CTO-James-Jones says:
OPS_Bryant: Caution comes first in this sector.

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Coordinate with engineering and find the cause...

OPS_Bryant says:
CTO: You're right!

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Carry on.

OPS_Bryant says:
::goes back to her panel and her work::

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: I ran a diagnostic on helm and it's sluggish.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Let me get on the warp field fluctuations. ::moves to warp status display::

norm says:
<CSO> ALL: Technology level is pretty low....early 20th century at best.  No industry.

CMO_Khora says:
CSO: How many lifesigns, roughly?

OPS_Bryant says:
::eagerness...eagerness...maybe, but ... whipes that thought away and continues::

norm says:
<CSO>CMO: Roughly 500,  they seem to be clustered near a central point....I'm reading metallic objects.

CO_Braun says:
:: arises from Captain's chair ::

CEO_McAndrews says:
*BRIDGE*:We are having problems with the warp field .

CO_Braun says:
CMO:  Doctor, Mr. James you are with me... Mr. James bring along another security officer...

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: Shall I assemble an away team sir?

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: There's no way of communicating with the surface.

EO_Tom says:
Violet: Run scan on M.A.R.C.

CO_Braun says:
CSO: You have the bridge...

CMO_Khora says:
CO: Aye sir

CO_Braun says:
:: walks to the TL, waits for the other officers to follow ::

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO:Yes sir.

CMO_Khora says:
::retrieves Med pack from bridge and follows CO::

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: There's no way of communicating with the surface.

CO_Braun says:
TL:  Transporter room

CTO-James-Jones says:
*Security* : Please meet me in Transporter room 1.

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: Could you run a seperate diagnostic on helm.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::follows the CO::

norm says:
<CSO>OPS: No, they don't have modern communications.  I'm picking up some short range microwaves, however.

CMO_Khora says:
*Nurse Kim*: Nurse, take care of sickbay for a while for me.

CMO_Khora says:
<Nurse Kim>*CMO*: Yes, Doctor.

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Aye, sir. I'll try to get comm through that.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::enters the TL::

EO_Tom says:
<Violet> EO: Scans reveal a Dilithium crystal imbalance do to Deuterium overflow. Subpace is also interfering with the output.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks to panel to see whats wrong with the warp field::

OPS_Bryant says:
::works on panel to get communications through those microwaves::

CO_Braun says:
:: exits TL and starts walking to the TR :: CMO, CTO:  Have either of you been on an away mission...?

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: What do you think we will find?

EO_Tom says:
CEO: I think I found the problem. I will need your expertise.

CMO_Khora says:
CO: Not as yet, captain

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: Yes sir.

norm says:
ACTION: Huron circles peacefully around the planet.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Whats the problem.

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  At present we treat this as a rescue, however given how long they have been there they have probably created their own culture...

FCO-Mara says:
::plotting a course out of the area will be challenging because of the gravity from the stars::

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO_Braun: When I signed on to the USS QIB Iks I was on my first away team mission there.

CMO_Khora says:
::nods as he follows CO::

CO_Braun says:
CTO, CMO:  Right now, this is a peaceful investigation, but with any away mission you always prepare for the unexpected...

CTO-James-Jones says:
::enters the TR::

EO_Tom says:
CEO: From what i can tell subspace looks weak here and we need to compensate for that...somehow..any ideas, Sir?

OPS_Bryant says:
::prepares to monitor away team::

CO_Braun says:
:: enters TR and takes phaser and other equipment from a security officer ::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Taps badge:: Bridge: Keep a lock on us at all times.

CMO_Khora says:
::enters TR and walks to T pad::

OPS_Bryant says:
*CTO*: Done sir!

norm says:
<CSO>::begins running a scan of the stars and planet

OPS_Bryant says:
::locking away team::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::steps up on pad:: 

FCO-Mara says:
:: tapping helm to compensate::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Try resetting the warp field modulation to .3.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Checks phaser setting on phaser::

CO_Braun says:
:: steps onto pad :: Transporter officer:  Put us 100 meters away from the settlement...

CMO_Khora says:
::has no phaser::

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: AT is ready for transport.

EO_Tom says:
::hmmm that might might work:: CEO: Acknowledged. Setting modulation frequency to 3. ::crosses fingers::

norm says:
ACTION: An engineering panel shows the warp field expanding and contracting.

norm says:
<Transprot Chief> CO: Aye ,sir.

CMO_Khora says:
::materialises on planet::

norm says:
<CSO>OPS: Energize when ready.

FCO-Mara says:
::taking off panel of helm::

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Energizing.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Materialises on planet::

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Looks like it might work.

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: AT is now on the planet surface about 100 meter from the settlement.

CO_Braun says:
@::materializes with AT ::

CMO_Khora says:
@::materialises on planet::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::looks at display::EO:Thats not a good sigh there.

norm says:
ACTION: The AT looks around to view a bluish-grey sky and a brown plain.

OPS_Bryant says:
::continues monitoring AT::

CMO_Khora says:
::checks for nearby lifesigns with tricorder

CMO_Khora says:
::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Grabs tricoder and begins to scan:: Securtiy: Take rear.

norm says:
ACTION: The wind blow from behind the ATs backs

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Give it some time to stabilize. It should work.

CO_Braun says:
@AT:  The settlement should be... that way... :: points to the west ::

FCO-Mara says:
::puts panel back on run another diagnostic::

CO_Braun says:
@AT:  Anyone getting anything unusual on the tricorder...?

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Yes sir. Shall I take point?

OPS_Bryant says:
COM: CO: Is everything alright sir?

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO: The warp core is expanding which is not good.

CMO_Khora says:
@CO: Yes, there are faint lifesigns in that direction...

CMO_Khora says:
@::nods to the west::

CO_Braun says:
@CTO:  Let's stick together for now... keep your eyes open and your tricorders on...

FCO-Mara says:
CSO: The diagnostic work a litte helm is responding better.

CMO_Khora says:
@::looks at CO::

CO_Braun says:
@:: starts to walk to west ::

CMO_Khora says:
@CO: Shall we investigate?

CMO_Khora says:
::follows CO::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Yes sir.  ::continues to scan::

norm says:
ACTION: The AT finds itself near a sprawling city that is more like a feudal village

CO_Braun says:
@:: smiles :: CMO:  Let's go

EO_Tom says:
*FCO*: What your status on the controls?

OPS_Bryant says:
::continues monitoring AT::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::scans the  village::

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Everything so far with the AT sir.

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: Contols are respnding better to helm control.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Shall I take a look in the village?

CO_Braun says:
@:: looks at the village ahead of them :: AT:  Fascinating!  Just like the tales of medieval Europe...

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: AT seems to be near a village. I think they might enter it.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Looks like it's responding Sir, helm notified be of better stability.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Keep a close eye on the warp core.

CO_Braun says:
@CTO: Patience Mr. James, we shall all go...

norm says:
ACTION: A slight shrill fills the air

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: Whatever you did worked.

CMO_Khora says:
@CO: Sir, the lifesigns are all around us......

CMO_Khora says:
::pauses::

CO_Braun says:
@:: looks sharply toward the direction of the shrill ::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Yes sir, But we don't know what is here.

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: I'm picking more lifesigns.

norm says:
ACTION: The security officer is struck by a beam of light and he falls down.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Aye aye Chief. ::smiles at him::

CO_Braun says:
@  :: draws phaser ::

CMO_Khora says:
::looks around, drawing phaser::

norm says:
<Security>All: Aaahhhh!

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:If one of us goes in to check things out. ::Hears the Security officer fall to the ground:: ALL:Take cover!!

CO_Braun says:
@:: runs to the security officer that just fell ::

CMO_Khora says:
@::turns to sound of screaming::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Grabs phaser::

CMO_Khora says:
@::moves towards security officer, med pack in one hand, tricorder in the other::

norm says:
::the security man is badly burned on his chest::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Covers doctor and security officer::

CMO_Khora says:
@CO: Captain, is he.......?

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Where did it come from?

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Something is wrong down there...

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: The security officer ...humm...

norm says:
ACTION: The whine of phasers mingles with the occassional sound of a laser shot.

CO_Braun says:
@AT:  Take cover, set your phasers on stun...

CMO_Khora says:
@CO: He's dead.

FCO-Mara says:
::stablizing orbit::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@*Huron*:2 to beam up. 

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CMO:How is he?

CMO_Khora says:
::takes cover::

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: Understood.

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Not yet, Mr. James, let's take cover and assess our situation...

CMO_Khora says:
::looks at CTO::

OPS_Bryant says:
::beaming up the two officers::

CO_Braun says:
<@>

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Takes cover::

CMO_Khora says:
@CTO: He's dead, Jim.

norm says:
ACTION: They dematerialize is a sparkle.

CMO_Khora says:
::materialises in TR::

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: CMO and the security officer are now in TR.

norm says:
@ACTION: The remaning AT members hear a scrambling near them.  The sound of feet.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Were you hurt bad Sir?

CMO_Khora says:
::carries security officer to sickbay::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:This way to the trees.  ::Points toward the NW::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO: Pretty bad all is well.

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: Are you alright?

norm says:
@ACTION: A scrawny man approaches the AT position.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: I've prepared a few reports, they are on your desk in your office.

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: Respond, are you alright?

CMO_Khora says:
::enters sickbay and lays security officer on a biobed, looking around for Nurse Kim::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::notice the figure approaching::

CO_Braun says:
@:: raises phaser at the scrawny man :: ScrawnyMan:  You have just attcked one of my security officers...

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: NURSE!

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Grabs phaser:: Figure: ID yourself?

CEO_McAndrews says:
::checks gravity of the sectoe::

CMO_Khora says:
::scans cadaver with tricorder::

CO_Braun says:
@*OPS* Miss Bryant, we were attacked but appear to be okay for the moment...

norm says:
@ACTION: The figure stalks carefully closer to the AT. The laser pistol is held tightly in his hand.

CMO_Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> Yes, Doctor?

OPS_Bryant says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:shall I stun him?

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:WEe may have a serious problem.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Not again?

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: I detect a lifesign with the AT.

CO_Braun says:
@ScrawnyMan:  We mean you no harm... lower your weapon... we are from the USS Huron... a starship... from Earth...

CO_Braun says:
@CTO:  Not yet...

EO_Tom says:
::walks over to CEO::
norm says:
@ACTION: Figure stops cold....

CMO_Khora says:
::pauses::

FCO-Mara says:
::looks at bridgecrew::

OPS_Bryant says:
::Waits patiently fingers on the transporter button in case...::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:The gravity here is disrupting subspace.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Begins to look for possible attackers::

CO_Braun says:
@:: waits to see what the scrawny man will do ::

CMO_Khora says:
::shakes his head::

Clemit says:
@AT: Earth?

Clemit says:
@::his accent is odd::

EO_Tom says:
CEO: You want me to remodulate the frequency?

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Too late, massive thermal damage. Died instantly.

FCO-Mara says:
::correcting orbit ::

CO_Braun says:
@:: smiles and repeats his last word:: ScrawnyMan:  Yes, Earth... I am Captain Braun, what is your name...

CTO-James-Jones says:
@Scrawnyman: Yes earth.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Wouldn't help theres to much flucuation.

Clemit says:
@::drops the pistol::ALL: Earth, it's a legend...

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: helm is sluggish again.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*OPS*Tell the Captain we need to leave as soon as posible.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@Scrawnyman: No it's not.  

CMO_Khora says:
::looks sadly at the young ensign::

OPS_Bryant says:
::keeps monitoring AT::

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Then I suggest we put the warp core offline and try to find a solution.

Clemit says:
@CO: I'm Clemit, Captain Clemit.  Leader of New Hope.

CO_Braun says:
@:: lowers his phaser and motions for CTO to do the same ::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Lowers phaser::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@Clemit:We presumed you all lost.

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim/Self:: Time of death, 22:00 hours. Died from Massive Thermal damage to chest and lower abdomen.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:We wouldn't be able to get out of here.

CO_Braun says:
@:: extends his hand :: Clemit:  Captain... it is a pleasure to meet you...

Clemit says:
@CO: The earlier captains always said someone would come....

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Kim, help me clean him up as best we can, and we'll store him in cargo bay 3 until we can give him a proper burial.

Clemit says:
@::looks very confused::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@Mr Clemit:Why did you fire upon us? 

CMO_Khora says:
<Nurse Kim>::nods and helps the doctor::

OPS_Bryant says:
*CO*: Is everything alright sir, who's that lifeform I'm detecting with you?

CMO_Khora says:
::begins cleaning up the wounds::

EO_Tom says:
CEO: We are not going anywhere right now. Shutting the core down will prevent any relays from blowing because of the gravitation problems.

CO_Braun says:
@Clemit:  Captain, we can take you back to Earth, if you wish it...

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Shall I ask the Doctor to beam back down?

Clemit says:
@CO: No one is on this planet but us.  Who are you? Are you taking us back?

EO_Tom says:
CEO: It's your call Sir!

CO_Braun says:
@CTO:  Keep in contact with Miss Bryant...

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO: But if we don't leave soon we won't be able to leave at all.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO: Yes sir.

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: please respond.

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: I'm having problems communication with the AT.

OPS_Bryant says:
*CO/CTO*: respond.

Clemit says:
@ACTION: A small crowd of dirty, scrawny people begin to come from the settlement.

CO_Braun says:
@Clemit:  Long ago, your great great grandfathers who came to this planet were trapped here... those grandfathers came from my home on Earth...

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: Status report on engines.

CMO_Khora says:
*CTO*: How are things going down there?

CTO-James-Jones says:
@*Huron*: It the captian of the New Hope.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*FCO*:We need to leave soon.

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: Are you in danger, cause I'm picking new lifeforms approaching your location?

EO_Tom says:
CEO: We are not going anywhere till the AT is back on board.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@*CMO*:Ok for now.  We have just run into the surivor of the New Hope.

CO_Braun says:
@:: aside to CTO:: CTO:  Have the doctor return with additional medical personel... these people look as if they need attention...

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: Why?

Clemit says:
@::Looks to CTO::CTO: No, Mac he was the first captain...,

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Want me to communicate with SF and tell them about our discovery?

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Sir more  life forms approaching.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*FCO*:The gravity is collapsing subspace.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:yes sir

CTO-James-Jones says:
@*Huron*: We are going to need a medical team standing by.

CO_Braun says:
@CTO:  Also inform the  FCO to plot a course away from this system and the gravimetric distortions...

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Take things from here

FCO-Mara says:
CSO: Ceo report that gravity is collapsing subspace. Sir.

Clemit says:
@ACTION: A small crowd turns into a medium-sized crowd...

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Forget that sir I am having problems with the signal, subspace is goofed.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:yes sir.

CMO_Khora says:
*CTO*: acknowledged.

FCO-Mara says:
CSO: CEO wants us to leave orbit.

CMO_Khora says:
::exits sickbay and enters TL::

CMO_Khora says:
TL: Transporter Room 1.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@*Huron*: Ops Plot a course away from this system as soon as we beam back.

CMO_Khora says:
::exits TL and enters TR1::

Clemit says:
@::turns to crowd:: All: The legends are true!  There is an Earth!  We're going home!

OPS_Bryant says:
*CTO*: Aye sir!

CMO_Khora says:
Transporter officer: Beam me down to the surface, captains coordinates, quickly.

OPS_Bryant says:
FCO: As soon as the AT is back on board plot a course away from this system.

CO_Braun says:
@Clemit:  Are you ready to go home...?

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO: Shall I have someone contact Starfleet to send transport to pick up these surivors?

CMO_Khora says:
@::materialises on planet, near AT::

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: CMO just beamed down on the surface.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: I need your help here..I might have a solution.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Hears the beam in:: CMO:Looks like you got your hands full for the moment.

CO_Braun says:
@CTO:  We can take them now... I am afraid that a transport would not handle the gravimetric distrotions as well as a starship...

FCO-Mara says:
OPS: Course is plotted and layed in.

Clemit says:
@::reaches into a pocket and pulls out several dirty disks::CO: The books said we would go home some day.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks to EO:EO:What is it.

OPS_Bryant says:
FCO: Aye, wait for my command...

CTO-James-Jones says:
@CO:Yes sir.  Maybe when we get out of these gravtion fields.

FCO-Mara says:
OPS: Aye.

CMO_Khora says:
::nods to CTO and moves to the nearest injured person, opening medipack::

CO_Braun says:
@Clemit:  Captain Clemit, our time is short... have you people gather the belongings quickly and we will take you home aboard our ship...

Clemit says:
@::Presses the disks into the CO's hands::

CTO-James-Jones says:
@MrClemits: Are there anymore of you. ::Pointing to the crowd::

CMO_Khora says:
@*Nurse Kim*: I need you down here now, Kim.

CO_Braun says:
@CMO:  Check them quickly for any serious communicable diseases... a more thorough exam can be done in our cargo hold...

CMO_Khora says:
*CMO*: Yes Doctor, be there shortly.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: What if we take into account that the frequency of the gravitational distortion might be outta phase with the warp field. Now if we time it just right and match thoses frequencies up we might stabilize the warp field.

CMO_Khora says:
<edit <Nurse Kim>*CMO*>

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: If I have to beam the people I have on sensor, we could all fit in the ship

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Good suggestion but the team is on the way back and we will be out shortly.

Clemit says:
<CSO> OPS/FCO: Prepare the ship for immediate  departure.

Clemit says:
@CO: We're ready....take us home...take us home...

CTO-James-Jones says:
@ToCrowd:Please bring only what you can carry.

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Aye,sir.

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: Are you ready for transport?

FCO-Mara says:
CSO: Aye, sir.

Clemit says:
@ACTION: A small child grabs the CTO's sleeve.

CMO_Khora says:
*Nurse KIM*: Scratch that, prepare sickbay for a large number of people.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Looks toward Mr. Clemits::

EO_Tom says:
Violet: Scan for other interferences.

CO_Braun says:
@:: taps combadge :: COM:OPS:  Beam the New Hope survivors to the cargo spaces, beam the CTO and myself to the bridge...

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::Looks down:: Small Child: Hello.

OPS_Bryant says:
*AT*: Aye.

CMO_Khora says:
@*OPS*: ready for transport.

Clemit says:
<Transporter Chief>*CO*: Aye sir, energizing

EO_Tom says:
<Violet> EO: Interferences are coming from the planet.

CTO-James-Jones says:
@::dematerialise::

EO_Tom says:
Violet: Confirm warp field status.

OPS_Bryant says:
CSO: Transport in process

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Warp field is active.

EO_Tom says:
<Violet> EO: Warp field is active and stable.

CO_Braun says:
:: appears on the bridge ::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Materlise on the bridge::

CMO_Khora says:
@*Huron*: Beam me up, someone, please!

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Have you found a way out of here...?

OPS_Bryant says:
::beams up CMO::

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: everyone is on board sir

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir waiting on comand.

Clemit says:
<CSO> Sir, Space/time in this area is disrupted.  We need to leave immediately before subspace unravels.

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Thank you, Miss Bryant...

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: The survivors are in the cargo spaces

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Just as I thought Sir, faulty readings. The minerals from the planet are causing our instruments to give us the wrong readings.

CTO-James-Jones says:
CO:Shall I send a message to StarFleet to have another ship meet us at Starbase 71?

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  By all means, Miss Hewitt, take us home...

Clemit says:
ACTION: The CMO feels the transporter grab him.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Moves toward Tactical station::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

CMO_Khora says:
::materialises in sickbay, feeling sick as he always does after using the transporters::

Clemit says:
ACTION: Huron breaks orbit and moves to the stars.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: All systems are functional...for now.

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: Do you want me to send a message to SF sir?

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Good work.

FCO-Mara says:
*EO*: Staus on warp.

CTO-James-Jones says:
*Security Team*:Please make our guest as comfortable as possible.

CO_Braun says:
OPS: We can worry about that later... let's make sure we get out of here safely first...

OPS_Bryant says:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Bryant says:
::resume her work::

EO_Tom says:
*FCO*: Warp core ready. Warp 7 max. Systems all clear.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Crosses fingers::

Clemit says:
<CSO> Sir, subspace is stable...for now.

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Ask the new arrivals in cargo bay spaces about the most seriously injured, and get them here immediately. I shall prepare for their arrival

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Warp system at 7. Sir.

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Go to warp whenever you are ready Miss Hewitt...

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye ,sir

CMO_Khora says:
<Nurse Kim>CMO: Yes, doctor.

Clemit says:
ACTION: Huron leaps to warp in a blur of colors.

EO_Tom says:
CEO: ::looks at CEO relived:: We had only faulty readings Sir.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Thats a relief.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Snezzes::

Clemit says:
Action: a slow vibration begins to fill the ship.

FCO-Mara says:
::watches viewscreen::

CMO_Khora says:
::feels the vibration, and looks around::

CTO-James-Jones says:
ALL:Excuse me.

OPS_Bryant says:
::senses vibration::

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Tell the bridge to take it easy on the engines.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Notices the vibration also::

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  A problem...?

OPS_Bryant says:
::looks around to see what's going on::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Sir ship is vibtating.

Clemit says:
ACTION: but quickly subsides as the ship shoots out of the gravity corrdior.

CMO_Khora says:
*CO*: What was that, captain?

FCO-Mara says:
CO: mush be gravity waves ,sir.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Notices the vibration subsides::

Clemit says:
<CSO> CO: Sir, for a moment, my sensors detected some sort of quantum distortion.. It's gone.

OPS_Bryant says:
::checks power systems::

CO_Braun says:
*CMO* Doctor, I believe that was side effects from passing the gravimetric distortions...

EO_Tom says:
CEO: Here we go again. Hold on...I think.

CMO_Khora says:
*CO*: More trouble?

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Vibratation have subsides.

Clemit says:
ACTION: Huron takes to space breaking free of the Arhiman system.

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Quantum?  Note it in the logs... should we be out this way in the future we will check it out...

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Please let me know any future problems.

CO_Braun says:
*CMO*:  Nothing to worry about Doctor...

OPS_Bryant says:
ALL: finally out of that system!

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Entering Arhiman system.

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Begins to make security checks on all decks::

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  And that was only our shakedown cruise... imagine what else we will see in the future...

EO_Tom says:
CEO: I think the CSO can inform you more on those distorsions. for now everything looks stable.

OPS_Bryant says:
::smiles::

CMO_Khora says:
::breathes a sigh of relief, and continues to prepare, as the nurse enters with the first of the newcomers::

CTO-James-Jones says:
::Hears the CO:: CO: Yes sir.

OPS_Bryant says:
::resumes her work::

Clemit says:
**********End Game**********



